Study Guide
Exam 1

This guide is meant to help you focus which subjects, materials, and definitions you should concentrate on in your studying for the midterm exam.  There will be a review session on Tuesday the 25th from 6:00 to 8:00pm in G160 Angell Hall.  We will address any questions or confusions that may arise.


Things to think about:
Archaeology:  The study of past cultural behavior, through the analysis of the material residues of such behavior.
	*Material remains of past human behavior and their associations
	*not just the objects, but also the relationships

What is culture?

We’re interested in past human behavior, but that is something we can never observe.  We will never see what we want to study.  Is this a limitation?  How might we study past human behavior?

The relationship between Archaeology and Anthropology.
The relationship between Archaeology and History.
The relationship between Archaeology and Science.

Pompeii versus a Palimpsest.  What are some advantages and disadvantages of both?  Which one is preferable and why?

The relationships between the systemic context and the archaeological context.  How do items move from systemic to archaeological?  Archaeological to systemic?  Archaeological to archaeological?  Systemic to systemic?

Can we ever discover the classification system that was in the mind of the maker or user?  Would we want to?  

Can we discover the cultural significance of similarity and difference in material culture?


Be able to define:
affinities
The Pompeii Premise
Palimpsests
random, clustered, regular, and structured patterns
equifinality
experimental archaeology
ethnoarchaeology
systemic context
archaeological context
relative dating
absolute dating
terminus post quem 
terminus ante quem
negative evidence
The Law of Superposition
Worsaae’s Law
morphological, chronological, and functional types
assertive style
isochrestic variation
site and non-site archaeology


Be able to discuss:
differences between New World and Old World archaeology
how do sites get buried
stratigraphy
seriation
cross dating
radio carbon dating
dendrochronology
reasons for similarity in material culture
single site vs regional approaches
archaeological survey techniques
remote sensing techniques
	aerial photography
	magnetic techniques
	ground penetrating radar
excavation techniques
faunal analysis
floral analysis
coprolite analysis
biochemical evidence


Be able to do:
take an durable or a consumable item through the Life Cycle Flow Model (and be sure to use the right flow model for the right item!)

Transform a lab report in years BP into a calendar date.

